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The Most Heart Pounding 60 sec Puzzle Game!The Most Heart Pounding 60 sec Puzzle Game!

Puchi Puchi Virus does not resemble an ordinary puzzle game.  The 

usual “object drop” style has been replaced with a more intuitive 

system of “object linkage”.  Its simple design and surprisingly in-depth 

game play can addict even the most demanding puzzle game 

enthusiasts.  

What’s going on!?

On a distant planet, a sudden outbreak of a laughable(?) virus has 

changed people’s lives forever.  Now, Dr. Kevin, a specialist in anti-

virus research and humanity’s last hope, must seek out and destroy 

the Puchi virus before it transforms everyone into lovable monsters!

Evil (?)Puchi Virus



The object is to form at  least a single triangle formation by linking 

viruses together and erasing them from the screen.  Victory 

conditions vary from mission to mission, but erasing  all of the 

viruses will be the fundamental rule of this game.  Erase all the 

viruses and you win, but if the screen gets filled with the emerging 

viruses, you lose. 

Destroy viruses by 

surrounding them with 

a triangle formation.

HOW TO PLAY

Just 3 Easy Steps!

Touch a virus to lock 

on.
Touch 3 to 

make triangle.

Touch the locked virus to 

burst the triangle!



HOW TO PLAY

Combo Moves with Chain Reactions!
By over lapping multple triangles over each other and bursting them, you 

trigger a chain reaction of destruction that can multiply your score.  The 

more chain reactions, the more points you gain, which can be used

to gain useful “items”.

The more chain reactions you make, the more 

points you earn. Save up your points to get 

items that can help you destroy more viruses.

Make a triangle. Make another 

triangle over the 

other.

Touch the triangle 

again to burst it.

The first burst 

will cause the 

2nd triangle to 

burst.

So how many patients are there to treat?
There are over 100 different 

patients to treat with different 

criteria to beat the stage!



VERSUS

SHARE & DOWNLOAD

Play against your friends with the wi-fi network 

capability of the Nintendo DS.  You can customize 

battle rules and situations to your tastes.

You can share a demo copy of Puchi Puchi Virus 

with your friends who have a Nintendo DS.  They 

can either simply play on the versus mode or 

actually download a copy from your Puchi Puchi 

Virus card.Virus card.

SCREENSHOTS


